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Rules for Public Presentations of the Collection Object 

“Letenský kolotoč” (The Letná Carousel) 

The rules for public presentations of the collection object “Letenský kolotoč” (hereinafter 

referred to as the “Rules for Presentation”) are based on the operation, presentation and 

maintenance safety regulations for the Letná Carousel dated July 1, 2022.  
 

The Letná Carousel is a historical object in the custody of the National Technical Museum 

which has been restored to its original and a fully operational condition. Built in 1893, it is one 

of the oldest surviving floor carousels in the world. The carousel is a cultural monument 

included in the Central List of Immovable Cultural Monuments of the Czech Republic and is 

therefore not an ordinary means of folk entertainment. The carousel can be presented to the 

public only to a limited extent in the form of ride demonstrations. While visiting and riding the 

carousel, the public must therefore observe and adapt their behavior to a number of specific 

conditions, technical limitations and risks, such as falling, tripping, slipping, getting dragged or 

caught, etc.  

 

Due to its authenticity, the carousel building is not wheelchair accessible. The height of the 

horses and the associated danger of falling from a height of up to 120 cm is a significant risk 

when riding the carousel. Therefore, only people who are clearly physically and mentally able 

to keep themselves safe are eligible to ride the horses during the presentations.  

 

The minimum height for riding horses with the saddle height of more than 80 cm from the 

turntable floor is 140 cm; shorter persons must use the installed safety system or be 

accompanied by a person above 18 years of age during the ride, as determined by the carousel 

operator.  

 

The dates of public presentations of the Letná Carousel are available at www.ntm.cz. The 

National Technical Museum reserves the right to make changes and in particular to limit the 

duration of the carousel presentation or to cancel it.  

 

The carousel may only be presented to the public in the presence of carousel operators who are 

authorized to organize such presentations, including operational decisions concerning 

temporary restrictions, limitations on the number of persons on the carousel premises, 

assessment of the eligibility of persons to ride, etc. Participants in the presentation are obliged 

to follow the instructions of the carousel operator.   

 

In adverse weather conditions (such as strong winds, intense rain, storms, etc.), in the case of 

technical defects or in other emergencies, the operator may interrupt the presentation or close 

the carousel to the public. 

 

The fee for participation in the presentations is charged according to the current price list and 

under the conditions published at www.ntm.cz. The purchase of a ticket entitles one person 

aged 2 or more to attend the carousel presentation for 5 minutes, and one person aged 18 or 

more to enter the carousel premises when accompanying a minor. By purchasing a ticket, the 

purchaser confirms on their own behalf and on the behalf of the minor they are accompanying 

and representing that they have read these Rules of Presentation and that expressly agree to the 

provisions therein.     
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Only persons (children) over 2 years of age and weighing up to 100 kg may participate in the 

presentation; children under 10 years of age must be accompanied by a legal or appointed 

representative over 18 years of age.   

 

Riding the horses in the carousel is limited to people whose height or physical handicap does 

not prevent them from using the stirrups, handles, the safety system, and/or whose eligibility to 

participate in the presentation is determined by the carousel operator, and who are able to mount 

and dismount without difficulty.  

 

The attendees bear the full risk of participating in the presentation. Legal or appointed guardians 

present bear full responsibility for the minors.  

 

Any person under 10 years of age or less than 140 cm in height may, in justified cases, be 

accompanied by a person over 18 who will stand next to the horse and ensure the safety of the 

minor throughout the presentation. 

 

No luggage or any other items that restrict the safe positioning of the carousel may be carried 

during the presentation. Long scarves or excessively loose clothing and the use of selfie sticks, 

etc. are also prohibited.  

  

With the exception of persons over 18 years of age accompanying a minor, it is essential to 

remain seated for the duration of the presentation. If a person is riding a horse, they must have 

both feet in the stirrups and both hands on the saddle handle, and must not descend to the 

turntable area, lean outside the turntable, extend their legs or arms outside the turntable, or 

otherwise significantly change their position, etc. 

 

The number of persons on the carousel turntable during presentation is limited to 23. Every 

person must be seated on a horse or in a car installed on the turntable for the entire duration of 

the ride. A person over 18 years of age accompanying a minor under 10 years of age who is 

standing up is not included in the total number of persons on the turntable during the 

presentation. If a person dismounts from a horse or a car or otherwise significantly moves from 

a safe position, the carousel operator will be forced to respond by immediately stopping the 

presentation. 

 

The number of people on the gallery around the turntable perimeter is limited to 30 during 

presentation, not including the carousel operator. Movement on the gallery is prohibited during 

presentation. The operator will be forced to respond to all attempts to enter the turntable while 

the carousel is in motion or other non-standard movements of persons on the gallery by 

immediately stopping the carousel. 

 

A presentation of the carousel to the public cannot take place if all persons are not in their 

designated positions, if the number of persons on the turntable and in the carousel building 

exceeds the permitted limit, or if visitors do not respect the instructions of the carousel operator. 

The operation of the carousel may be interrupted for the same reasons.   
 

A camera system is installed in the area of the carousel and its surroundings.  
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Visitors to the carousel are prohibited from: 

• Entering the carousel building without a purchased ticket   

• Entering the carousel building with food and drinks 

• Entering the carousel building with pets and allowing pets to move freely on the grounds 

around the carousel  

• Entering the carousel with prams, scooters, bicycles, large luggage 

• Entering the carousel building and the carousel grounds on roller skates, etc. 

• Leaving luggage, scooters, bicycles, etc. without supervision in the area around the carousel 

• Using selfie sticks in the carousel building 

• Smoking and handling open flame in the carousel building and the carrousel grounds  

• Littering in and around the carousel building  

• Entering the carousel grounds and building under the influence of alcohol or narcotics, in 

dirty clothes, behaving noisily and inappropriately, harassing other visitors, disregarding the 

instructions of the carousel operator  

• Entering or exiting the carousel turntable during presentation   

• Damaging the carousel building, the equipment, or in any way modifying the saddles, 

stirrups, reins, etc. of the horse figurines 

 

If they violate the above-mentioned obligations, visitors may be expelled by the carousel 

operator without a refund of the entrance fee. 

 

In Prague on July 1, 2022 

        Mgr. Karel Ksandr  

          Director General  


